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about
TVM
The Village Markets is an award-winning
boutique event and community for creative
entrepreneurs. Founded by Marissa Bowden
and Sarah Schoeller in 2008, The Village
Markets have been pivotal in the Gold Coasts
cultural metamorphosis and over the past
decade the internationally renowned event has
been a launching pad for thousands of small
businesses.

The event is held twice per month on the Gold

The TVM online channels have become a hub

Coast, features up to 100 stalls and attracts

for the 25 – 40 year old, mostly female,

more than 4,500 shoppers per event. In 2018,

university educated and medium-high

TVM expanded into Brisbane with a new

disposable income demographic who are

seasonal event at Stones Corner.In 2018, TVM

interested in the arts, culture, sustainable

were named Destination Gold Coast’s Industry

shopping and local events.

Storyteller of the Year due their innovative and
engaging content reaching an impressive 115k

The TVM audience likes to connect with the

audience across digital platforms.

Gold Coasts creative community via TVM’s
platforms and feel a sense of belonging to

The event has also been named winner of the

something that is truly unique.

Gold Coast Business Excellence Awards in the
Retail, Wholesale and Distribution category

Together, founders Marissa Bowden and Sarah

and one time winner of the Tourism, Hospitality

Schoeller have 18 years practical marketing

& Events category, along with multiple other

experience in the tourism, finance, sporting

award nominations.The Village Markets have

and consumer goods industries. Both hold a

featured in In Style, WHO, Lonely Planet,

Bachelor of Business majoring in marketing and

Jetstar, Voyeur, Qantas and Gourmet Traveller

together utilising their industry experience,

magazines, along with Queensland Weekender

they have created and manage all facets of

and countless digital sites.

the business, receiving business accolades
such as Griffith University’s Outstanding

Their online platforms continue to grow, with

Alumnus Entrepreneurial Award for 2018 and in

their Instagram following currently sitting at

2017, were finalists in Cosmopolitan Magazines

61,000 and Facebook 53,000.

Women of the Year Awards.

WHY TVM?
“The Village Markets are recognised as the most
progressive leader in the positive cultural shift that has
occurred on the Gold Coast in the past few years” Brett
Walker, Director, Development and External Relations
BOND University.
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62K followers

3000+ attendees per event

52K fans

Over 100 vendors

70K views

Live Music, Rack Sales & Good Vibes

We’re events and marketing specialists. We think outside the square when
it comes to orchestrating innovative, stylish, experiential and interactive
events and digital content.

Our focus on building, maintaining and nurturing an all- encompassing
creative community and memorable experiences and this is what sets us
apart.

The TVM brand is strong and recognised Australia-wide and
internationally, appealing to both tourists and locals alike. Our
destination marketing ensures we stand out online and our online channels
drive our events.

TVM facilitates growth in the creative industries and has been a launching
and scale platform for many small businesses. We have an established
database of 2,000+ quality and unique stall holders who are looking for
new business opportunities and regular market events.

As founders, Marissa Bowden and Sarah Schoeller have a strong
affiliation with culture and events on the Gold Coast and are seen as
influential in this space.

DEMOGRAPHICS

75%
87,000 attendees
per year

90% female

$250 average
spend

aged 25-44

68% university
educated

“peony is now stocked at leading fashion retailers such as
Net-A-Porter, FarFetch and Revolve and none of it would have
been possible without the support of The Village Markets,”
peony founder, Becky Morton.

TVM'S REACH

70K

52K

62K

Unique website
visitors per year

Facebook
fans

Instagram
followers

10K

119K

Email
subscribers

IG impressions
per week

"We have always loved the vibe of The Village Markets and have
seen so many other entrepreneurs succeed in this space. We are
excited for the opportunity and couldn't think of a better place to
kick our business off". - It's Coco & Peach founder, Meg Burguez

PRESS FEATURES

THEVILLAGEMARKETS.CO

PARTNERSHIPS
ON SITE ACTIVATIONS
MARKET PARTNER $2500
3x5m site Branded activation area at The Village Markets in premium location
One dedicated social media post on the day
Link + logo on website
Inclusion in TVM newsletter prior to event

MINI MARKET PARTNER $1500
3x3m site Branded activation area at The Village Markets in premium location
One dedicated social media post on the day
Link + logo on website
Inclusion in TVM newsletter prior to event

BRAND PARTNER $500
One dedicated social media post on the day
Event day signage
Link + logo on website
Inclusion in TVM newsletter prior to event

ONLINE
BANNER AD THEVILLAGEMARKETS.CO $275
300X300PX banner ad 30 days

DEDICATED BLOG POST $350
Images and 500 words copy

NEWSLETTER AD $350
600X250PX image and 250 words copy

FB & IG POSTS $250
Image and copy

FB & IG STORIES $250
3 slides and links

TESTIMONIALS
“TVM is part of the fabric of the community here in Burleigh Heads and an absolute necessity for the area. I
believe its one of the reasons our little part of the Gold Coast has become the eclectic, creative hub that it is.
Without people like Marissa and Sarah having the foresight to create things like this for the Gold Coast, we
would still be the sleepy retirement town of yesteryear. You guys have given so many opportunities to the GC
community to expand their ideas/brands and feel worthy as creatives in this region. The Gold Coast is better
place for your courage and persistence in keeping a great thing going for the past 10 years.

I LOVE TVM because you guys have made an environment I love being in. Darren (business partner) and I both
support the continued growth of this city in the cultural realm and have only the utmost respect for people who
love this place and see the future potential like we do.

Nick Atkins - Founder of Desert Island Media and Hotel Miami
“TVM was where I first started Kivari, selling small leather bohemian styled leather wallets and bags. TVM
allowed me to showcase my dreams and passions to the target market which in return rapidly grew my
business. In 2015 we opened a Boutique in Freshwater located on Sydney’s Northern Beaches & Kivari is now
stocked in more than 100 retail outlets world wide. TVM was a vital stepping stone to where I am now and
needless to say I have definitely never looked back.

It’s an amazing platform run by two exceptionally talented, organised and professional ladies (Sarah &
Marissa) I can’t thank you both enough for starting what I consider the best designer market in Australia!”

Kirstin Keysers - KIVARI
“TVM has been vital for the growth of my boutique swimwear brand. In the initial stages, it allowed me to
present my designs to the local market where people could come into my stall, touch the swimwear, see the
prints, feel the luxurious fabrics and absorb the overall vibe of the brand. As a predominantly online label, my
TVM stall brings peony to life and gives me the opportunity to engage with my customers on a personal level.
Unlike a lot of other markets, TVM provides an authentic local market experience that is unparalleled.

I sold my first bikini at TVM in December of 2012 and since then peony has been invited to show its SS13
collection at at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Festival and has been featured in Vogue Australia’s “What you will be
wearing this summer”. TVM truly is a fantastic platform for any creative brand. I couldn’t recommend it highly
enough.”

Becky Jack - peony Swimwear
“The Village Markets have become such an iconic event on the Gold Coast. I remember going to the first
events years ago and now they are an amazing marketplace for start-up fashion designers and for established
brands that need a great venue for pop-up sales. I couldn’t think of a better event in Queensland for being
able to sell direct to fashion-focused customers.”

Sharona Harris - F&H Jewellery
“Thank you for the opportunity to participate in your local market. What an event it was too! You have
something quite unique and like no other going on up in Burleigh, show casing some unbelievable talent! The
login portal for stall holders was very informative and perfect, everything was covered, if anything you over
prepared me (including the last minute dash for Ant Rid), conditions, maps, directions and advice on the retail
market. I was interviewed and posted on the village markets website, bringing extra traffic and interest to my
stall, I was motivated to put on a show for the Best Looking Stall Award. What made the interstate drive so
worth while was every ounce of effort I made was matched by The Village Markets team. Nothing went
overlooked. I have been following TVM as my passion for markets and growing my business is important, the
stores show cased on social media were design talent I could relate to I took the risk, that paid off, instantly
expanding my brand, growing my database and following. I thank TVM for the contributing effort and help and
I look forward to working with the team soon.”

Libby Watkins - Sydney based Artist
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